EXECUTIVE SERVICES

Coaching, Counsel and Events
for Senior Executives

In learning organizations, managers and executives support their
employees in gaining new insights and skills. But, where do our
executives get the support they need to gain new insights and skills?
Executives today are faced with the challenges of not enough time in a
day, nor enough resources for all that needs to be accomplished.
To support continuous learning organizations, Building Blocks offers learning solutions for executives
and managers, geared to address specific challenges and scaled around budget and time constraints.
These solutions include providing facilitators and keynote speakers for strategic meetings or retreats, and
executive coaching; personal individualized interaction focused on moving leadership forward.

Executive Services
Our world is changing at an incredible pace with ever increasing demands and challenges for
leaders; they can no longer rely on past experience and success to overcome many of the new
competitive and technological challenges. How do we achieve more—incredibly more—with less;
less time, less cost and fewer resources?
Where do our leaders find the unique help and relevant information they need? Where can they find the
tools to help their management teams achieve corporate goals and objectives?
We work with seasoned, certified Executive Coaches anchored in the Rhode’s Executive coaching model.
With over 50 years of collective experience, our team has developed a unique service offering designed
specifically for executive leaders. These services assist Executives to overcome their challenges, enable their
continued success, and provide personal focus to achieve peak performance.

Our Services Include:
Executive Coaching Program
The Coaching Program is a one-to-one program allowing a flexible real-time approach to personal and
career development. This Program provides Executives with the tools required to lead a team to incredible
results – ensuring all the players on the team are working at optimum performance levels.
Facilitators
Corporate Management retreats present ideal environments for rallying the troops. With the right facilitator,
they can energize and motivate management team members and encourage them to look at company
challenges with a fresh perspective. During these events, our facilitators will exemplify your vision and
engage your management team to embrace change.
Keynotes
Whether you are looking to kick-off an event, launch a new initiative, or engage your participants, a keynote
speaker, within the space of an hour or less, can communicate core concepts of governance, clarify emerging
issues or establish credibility in a succinct and entertaining fashion.
Professional Development
We offer relevant courses for your entire management staff. Bring a coaching methodology to your
organization with our Coaching: A Leadership Skill course, or refresh and engage your new managers with
the Leadership and Management Skills Boot Camp.
To align with corporate professional development initiatives, Building Blocks offers customized on-site
courses to meet our clients’ needs.

More Information
Visit www.bblockstech.com/executive or call 613.230.6255 for more information about how our
coaching services can support you and your organization.

Building Blocks Technologies, Inc. was founded in 2003 with the
mandate to provide training and consulting services to all levels of
government and the business community. These services are offered
across Canada and on-demand worldwide.
Through listening closely to the evolving needs of its clients, Building
Blocks continues to expand and diversify its training offering to remain
well aligned to market demand. This proactive adaptation is achieved
through a collaborative approach between Subject Matter Experts
(SME) and seasoned Training Consultants.
A natural fit for Building Blocks is to make available its SMEs to assist
clients with content development and their internal training needs.
In addition, Building Blocks offers consultancy services in a number
of disciplines, including Management Services, Telecommunications,
Security and Government Infrastructure and Policy Development.
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